Dynamic, Behavioural-based Estimation of Resource Provisioning based on High-level Application Terms in Cloud Platforms
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Abstract— Delivering Internet-scale services and IT-enabled capabilities as computing utilities has been made feasible through the emergence of Cloud environments. While current approaches address a number of challenges such as quality of service, live migration and fault tolerance, what is of increasing importance refers to the embedding of users' and applications' behaviour in the management processes of Clouds. The latter will allow for accurate estimation of the resource provision (for certain levels of service quality) with respect to the anticipated users and applications requirements. In this paper we present a two-level generic black-box approach for behavioural-based management across the Cloud layers (i.e., Software, Platform, Infrastructure): it provides estimates for resource attributes at a low-level by analyzing information at a high-level related to application terms (Translation level) while it predicts the anticipated user behaviour (Behavioural level). Patterns in high-level information are identified through a time series analysis, and are afterwards translated to low-level resource attributes with the use of Artificial Neural Networks. We demonstrate the added value and effectiveness of the Translation level through different application scenarios: namely FFMPEG encoding, real-time interactive e-Learning and a Wikipedia-type server. For the latter, we also validate the combined level model through a trace-driven simulation for identifying the overall error of the two-level approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Virtualization of hardware, rapid service provisioning, scalability, elasticity, accounting granularity as well as various cost allocation models enable Clouds to efficiently adapt service provisioning [1] to the dynamic demands of Internet users. In such Cloud environments that provide an infrastructure able to facilitate the needs of added-value services [3], several providers deliver services according to the Software, Platform, Infrastructure (SPI) service model [2]. The contractual relationships between these providers are reflected to the corresponding Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [20], which legally bind the actors and incorporate the information on each level / layer.

• The “Application SLA”, between the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) providers, includes high level application parameters. These can be broken down to workload parameters (e.g., number of users) and QoS terms (e.g., response time, frames per second during a video transmission, etc.) – also known as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). They are defined by the Application Developers in the SaaS layer, included in the A-SLA and made concrete by the clients of the service for each individual application instance.

• The “Technical SLA” between the PaaS provider and the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provider, includes low-level hardware parameters (i.e., resource attributes) that should be provided in order to fulfil the requirements expressed in the Application SLA.

In this complex and multi-layer ecosystem (Figure 1), one of the most critical steps is the role of the PaaS in translating the high-level application parameters (workload and QoS, as these are expressed in the Application SLA) to resource level attributes (as these are needed to be expressed in the Technical SLA).

However, the exchange of information between the entities located in different layers is difficult for technical and business reasons. On the one hand, it is unlikely for these entities, especially for the application providers and the infrastructure providers, to expose/reveal the internal operational parameters and processes to other layers due to the risk of competitors accessing this information. On the other hand, exchange of such information is not always technically feasible. Each entity focuses on a particular set of parameters that can be interpreted by this layer and based on these parameters the respective mechanisms for service provisioning and QoS enforcement are implemented. Lack of cloud standards across the cloud layers is another big issue that disallows the effective share of information between different entities. Some prospective attempts towards this
direction include OCCI [42] and OVF [44]. At this point it must be noted that if there is a direct liaison between the consumer and the IaaS provider (case where SaaS is offered directly through IaaS), the same translation issue exists, with the only difference that now the IaaS provider is responsible for dealing with it.

Furthermore, a major challenge for SaaS providers wanting to exploit the benefits of cloud computing is to manage QoS commitments to customers throughout the service lifecycle. The complexity of this problem increases considering the non-deterministic behaviour of the users. While targeted tools and services are provided in the PaaS layer (e.g., application and performance modeling, enactment and monitoring of application execution, evaluation of events and corrective actions, etc.), behaviour-based management of the services lifecycle requires mechanisms that abstract the aforementioned complexity by providing on-demand usage patterns and estimates for high-level application workload parameters. These will allow for optimum and automated management of QoS commitments by proactively detecting potential SLA violations and thus allowing for triggering the appropriate preventing actions (i.e., resource provision to efficiently facilitate the estimated requirements).

In this paper, we present a generic black-box approach for correlating resource attributes at a low-level with information at a high level related both to application terms and to users’ behaviour. The approach includes a time series analysis mechanism for identifying and estimating high-level parameters with respect to the workload of the application (e.g., number of users, frequency of requests, geographical distribution, etc.), and a translation mechanism to convert these high-level parameters to resource attributes, which can be negotiated with IaaS providers in order to provide the corresponding resource. Both of these mechanisms are based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are being used on a per software component basis and with application-specific terms (that vary depending on the examined scenario) and different hardware configurations. In one of our previous works [38], a translation mechanism was presented, that took as prerequisite the specification of the workload parameters by the client. In this approach through the addition of the Behavioural Layer, the clients may insert only the needed KPI levels.

The major advantages of the enhanced approach are the following: (i) enabling environments to facilitate real-time and interactive applications through the provision of accurate estimates during runtime with regard to the anticipated workload - leading to the required resource provision, (ii) cost minimization and provision of QoS guarantees through proactive SLA violation detection, (iii) increased business agility enabled by the decreased time at which additional capacity can be offered, (iv) optimized infrastructure capacity and utilization through the exploitation of the anticipated workload information, (v) limited amount of information that needs to be passed across the Cloud stack layers and (vi) applicability to different software components due to the generic and flexible nature of ANNs.

Finally we must stress that these methods were selected due to the specific Cloud characteristics of entity separation in the SPI model (that limits the exchange of information between the layers) and the ability to regulate resources automatically through available interfaces. Furthermore, they were selected in an effort to create a generic framework that can handle different types of applications (but with application specific characteristics) in an automated way as would be expected by a large scale PaaS provider. In more general web scenarios where these limitations may not exist, the proposed methods may also be applied, given that suitable elastic interfaces exist. However there may be other methods too, like analytical modeling, which may perform better. Analytical modeling in general needs significant amount of information regarding the internal structure of the applications and a sufficient amount of time spent by an expert to design and fine-tune it. If the general web scenario is for a specific application for example, then this type of modeling would be more efficient. However it cannot be realistically applied in a PaaS provider that has to model numerous services.

Following, relevant works to the one presented in this paper are listed and analyzed in Section 2, while the core of the proposed approach appears in Section 3. Indicative case studies of the application of the approach are described in Section 4, while detailed evaluation is contained in Section 5. The paper concludes with a discussion on future research and potentials for the current study.

2. RELATED WORK

Numerous interesting works have been identified with respect to the aforementioned issues. In [5], the importance of applying ANNs in the service oriented field is demonstrated. In this approach, the main goal of the ANN is to set up technical targets of design attributes of web service systems in terms of quality goals. In this process it takes under consideration the relationships between quality of service requirements and design attributes of a web service system. A number of critical requirements from perspectives of both web system platform development users and application users and their related design attributes are identified in order to guide the design and development process.

In [6], the LoM2HiS framework is presented. In this case the authors provide a framework for the reverse process of the one that we suggest; this is the translation of low level metrics to high level terms that are used in Cloud Service Level Agreements. Furthermore, they focus on more generic characteristics and terms such as availability, that are not application specific.

Authors in [7] propose a two-step analysis for multi-tier applications in order to decompose the SLA into low level objectives. In the first step, a resource demand estimation scheme is implemented through a profiling process. Profiling creates detailed resource profiles of each component in the application. A resource profile captures the demand of each transaction type at that resource, through historical data or benchmarking. Regression analysis is then applied to the
data, to derive the per transaction-type resource demands. The resulting resource profile for the application is then stored in a repository. In the next step, analytical models are used; a factor that is against the confidentiality issues mentioned in the introduction and hinders flexibility.

**Figure 1: Discrete roles in the Cloud Stack**

Another interesting work is presented in [8] where applications to be measured run under a strict enforcement of reservation of resources in order to determine if the given set of reservation parameters satisfies the time constraints for execution. If this is not the case, then these parameters are altered accordingly. If there is a positive surplus, the resources are decreased and if it is negative they are increased until a satisfying security margin is reached. This method succeeds in achieving high utilization rates, in the cost of test executions for every deployment with different application-level parameters.

A promising code analyzing process that allows for the simulation of system performance is described in [9]. It models the application by a parameter-driven Conditional Data Flow Graph (CDFG) and the hardware (HW) architecture by a configurable HW graph. The execution cost of each task block in the application CDFG is modelled by user-configurable parameters, which allows highly flexible performance estimation. The simulator takes the application CDFG and HW graph as the input and carries the simulation at a low level to catch the detailed HW activities. Source code analysis is also performed in the case of [10]. Analyzing the source code in order to conclude to resource requirements is probably the optimal solution. However, in the context of Service Oriented Infrastructures (SOIs), the limited amount of information passed from one layer of the Cloud stack to the other due to the discrete roles of the involved parties hinders the applicability of such solutions.

An interesting work, comparing Bayesian Networks (BNs) with ANNs is presented in [24]. According to this conclusion, ANNs have better model response times but worse model creation times. In our work it is considered that model response times are more significant than model creation times. The model is constructed once and can be refreshed at regular intervals but without tight timing constraints. Furthermore, our approach aims at identifying the dependency of the performance of each service from its inputs, thus leading to a per specific SLA estimation. In [25], an online system based on closed loop feedback from application KPIs is used in order to drive the resource management. This can be used only when SLAs are not needed for reserving a priori the resources, but the application can adjust its own reservations, without consulting first with the IaaS provider. However, any control-based method has the disadvantage that the anomaly must first occur, then be recognized and then be corrected through a suitable action (like increasing resources). If this delay is higher than the frequency of changes in the application resource needs it will lead to an oscillatory behaviour and the resources will always be one step behind from what is actually needed. In [26], a performance framework based on benchmarking and statistical inference is introduced, for message-oriented services.

A two-layer SLA approach between the different entities in a Cloud environment is detailed in [22]. The SLAs are divided into application SLAs (between the Consumer and the PaaS) and technical SLAs (between the PaaS and IaaS). An interesting standard for achieving interoperability between different approaches regarding model usage is found in [23]. Furthermore, this framework can be used as a schema for defining the inputs and outputs of the models.

With respect to on-demand resource provisioning at runtime, an interesting approach is presented in [31]. Authors introduce a mechanism for dynamic re-configuration and allocating of resources to virtual machines according to the application requirements. The approach is based on a reinforcement learning agent (namely VCONF) for scalability and adaptability, which enable auto-configuration of VMs on the IaaS layer. On the same subject, authors in [37] combine reinforcement learning (for offline training) with queuing models (for online management of the environment). Besides, the presented approach for resource estimates highlights that reinforcement learning is optimum for high performance in training.

Another interesting approach for workload prediction based on Kriging surrogate models to provide an autonomic controller is discussed in [33]. Multi-dimensional surrogate models are used to approximate the performance profile of applications through a utility function, being used afterwards to support the controller decision making. While thorough in the estimation part, this approach mentions the idea of incorporated future workload prediction but does not go as far as combining the two levels. Within the framework of task decomposition and scheduling, machine learning techniques are used in [35] to generate ANN-based performance models for prediction based on historical performance data. Machine learning through regression classifiers is also described in [36], in an approach that enables prediction of SLA violations at runtime based on measured information and facts originating from QoS and process instance (of composite services) data. This approach uses also workflow languages (BPEL) and checkpoints together with the regression models in order to identify at runtime the completion of a specific service.
An infrastructure that scales according to the workload is presented in [32]. The workload prediction is performed through an autoregressive model, while enhancements are made based on predictive data grouping according to historical information. Similar to that, authors in [34] discuss on a prediction model (namely trend-aware regression model) of time series that can be used during runtime using filtered data points of the resources.

What can be seen from the related work, is that while numerous extremely worthwhile approaches exist, they are commonly restricted to one of the two layers (Translation and Behaviour) that are considered in this paper. Another interesting conclusion is that ANNs are gaining more and more in popularity for these types of problems.

3. TWO LAYER ESTIMATION MECHANISM
The major goal of Clouds at the moment is to offer infrastructures that are self-manageable and QoS aware. In order to achieve this, various approaches have been followed, as seen in the related work. From these we have followed the approach discussed in [22], which divides the SLA process in two stages (Application-SLA and Technical-SLA), as it has been portrayed also in the introduction.

A. IRMOS Cloud Delivery Model
The two layer SLA has been followed in the IRMOS framework, in which also the mechanism presented in this paper was initially developed. According to this framework, which abides by the SPI model, an Application Developer, in order to adapt his/her application on a PaaS framework, needs to create an XML description of the components, following a specific template (available in [27]). This template contains critical information for the framework to understand the structure and details of the components. The Application Developer is the most suitable entity for creating this, since this role has full knowledge of the application and its characteristics. Furthermore this description contains details from which the Application SLA template will be created, for the application clients to populate. Regarding the work presented in this paper, the most interesting are the application specific terms that are configurable by the client (e.g., maximum number of users, resolution etc.) and affect application performance. These are characterized as workload parameters. In addition, the QoS outputs or KPIs (e.g., server response time) are also defined, which again are configurable by the client in the A-SLA. Another requirement from the application developer is that monitoring information regarding the KPI values is sent back to the platform during operation, through an interface and process defined in [44]. Relevant detailed information on the process of the creation of the description and the A-SLA templates may be found in [45].

Whenever a new A-SLA instance is created by a client, the PaaS layer has this available information (workload parameters and QoS levels), based on which it must choose the low level characteristics of the resources. These resources will be reserved on the IaaS layer, in order for the specific application instance to utilize them. The negotiations between the PaaS and IaaS layers will be performed upon the hardware metrics that the IaaS advertises and utilizes (like number of cores and RAM in the case of [30], or predefined instances like in the case of AWS). Thus what the PaaS needs in this process is a mathematical function that can be used to correlate the necessary parameters (workload, KPIs and hardware metrics) and thus decide on the suitable amount of resources for each individual application instance that is based on an individual A-SLA.

Through the aforementioned framework, the PaaS layer may perform this translation in a generic and standard way, due to the templates used, but in a fashion that is adapted to the characteristics of each individual component. For aiding the PaaS layer in this task, in this paper a two-level approach is followed:

- Translation Layer: a function approximation model is created for the cloud-based service/application that has the goal of correlating the A-SLA terms (workload characteristics and KPIs of the application) to the T-SLA ones (the hardware configuration on the IaaS). In order to identify these parameters, the mechanism takes advantage of the XML descriptions provided by the Application Developer, for defining the inputs and outputs of the model. Furthermore, due to the generic framework described, each application may define its own characteristics, thus leading to a per case model creation.

- Behavioural Layer: a model is created in order to capture the different patterns of usage of the service and be able to predict the future workload parameters of the latter. With the addition of this layer, the client now must specify only the needed KPIs and not the workload parameters.

Both layers are based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), but of different type and architecture. ANNs are application-independent and self-learning black box models. Their greatest advantage is that they are an inherently non linear method, a characteristic that is critical in the context that we are investigating. Trying to predict application output from key inputs will at many cases include such non linear behaviour due to the software nature (for example if-then-else cases in the internal structure of the code). Other black box machine learning approaches such as Support Vector Machines may also be used, provided that non linear kernels are considered. One aspect of this approach is the global optimization achieved by the SVM training. However, in some cases and for some kernels this optimization problem may not be solved, at least in polynomial time. So a dilemma exists as to whether a non-optimal approach should be followed, such as ANNs, that may be applied in all cases, or an optimal one that may result in no models at all for some exceptions. Due to the fact that this approach is based around a service oriented framework, the need for automation was considered more important than a (usually) small deterioration of prediction capabilities. Furthermore, there
are indications ([46][47]) that ANNs may perform better in the case of noisy data. Given that in our computing model, we (the PaaS layer) have no information regarding the conditions of execution of the VM in the IaaS layer (for example how overloaded the specific physical host may be), it is safe to expect noise in the datasets. This may appear as significant deviations in the response times for the same load (number of users) and same VM used, simply because the IaaS provider has decided to start new VMs on the physical host. Another strong point for ANNs was the existence, at least from our experience, of more mature and easy to use software solutions (such as GNU Octave and Matlab toolboxes) with a variety of implemented functions and algorithms. In the next sections, details regarding the layers are presented.

B. Translation Layer

ANNs, due to the fact that they represent a black box approach, are perfect for usage in an environment where information is not easily relayed from one layer to the other, mainly for confidentiality purposes. For example, in the SPI model, the SaaS developer (Application Developer/Provider) is a different entity from the PaaS provider. Thus it will be reluctant to share critical information regarding the application, like the source code or internal structural behaviour. ANNs do not need any knowledge regarding the internal structure of the software components. They only need the inputs and outputs of the model, which are available since they are the A-SLA terms that are used between the client, the PaaS and the IaaS. Thus they are an ideal candidate for depicting the relationship between the high level application parameters and the low level indicators. In such a relationship (or function), the influence of the application workload parameters and the ability of the hardware metrics must be able to reflect the changes in the outputs of the service (KPI). By having such a correlating function, we are able to observe the effect of one parameter over the other.

Furthermore they need a representative dataset of executions that is used from a macroscopic point of view. Through the use of these data, the network weights are determined in order to identify complex, linear or non-linear dependencies of the output from the inputs. In this layer, we focus on function approximation ANNs.

1) Core of the mechanism

The core of the translation mechanism consists of an ANN factory, based on the GNU Octave tool [18]. Through this mechanism, an ANN is created for each software component that is offered through the PaaS provider. More details regarding the creation of the models can be found in [19]. In a nutshell, a Genetic Algorithm selects the fittest parameters for each network after an extensive optimization process in order to adapt it to each software component’s needs (more suitable transfer functions, number of neurons per layer, total hidden layers etc.). The GA creates solutions based on these parameters and passes them to the ANN function that initializes and trains the networks based on these values. Then the evolution criterion (training error of the networks) is returned as a measure of the performance of a particular solution. The GA then retrieves these metrics and creates the next generation of solutions, based on evolutionary operators like elitism, mutation and crossover. In each generation the algorithm also saves the networks that pass a certain generalization test (prediction error in an intermediate validation set) In our case we utilized the standard GA methods offered by toolboxes like GNU Octave and Matlab. Thus the final network selection is directed towards solutions that have better generalization capabilities.

The inputs and outputs of the ANN are determined through proper information provided by the Application Provider in an XML format, as seen in Section 3.A. Then the ANN is stored and can be used in an online mode (for example during SLA negotiation) from the PaaS provider. The latter can use this model to correlate the application level terms (workload and QoS) with the hardware parameters and come up to a decision regarding the optimal trade-off. In Figure 2, the two ways the ANN can be created and used are portrayed. The most straightforward way is shown in (a), where the application parameters (workload and QoS) are considered as inputs and the predicted output is the necessary hardware descriptors. This gives one definitive answer to the translation question. Another solution, which is shown in (b) is to have the application workload parameters and resource level parameters as inputs, in order to predict their combination on the application KPI levels.

![Figure 2: General Form of the models and variations](image)

(a) Prediction of needed hardware configuration for meeting KPI levels
(b) Prediction of KPI levels for a given hardware configuration

In our case, due to the insertion of another optimization layer, as was done in the IRMOS project [17], the second approach was followed. Due to this, the ANN should be queried many times, in order to find the optimal hardware allocation for meeting the consumer’s KPI levels with the minimum resources consumed. For example, slightly reduced KPI levels could result in a significant reduction in
service costs. Furthermore, through this form, evaluation is possible because it can be directly used with available hardware on which measurements are conducted. If it was used in the other way around, then each resource that was predicted would have to be found in order to validate the estimation (e.g., 1.45 Ghz of CPU).

2) Information Needed By the Other layers
At the introduction, it was stated that the major advantage of this approach is the limited amount of information that needs to be shared across the different layers of the Cloud stack. This information consists of non-confidential, already available information. In detail, what is necessary from the Application Developer at this stage is the following:

a) to be able to describe the application parameters of the software component which influence its performance requirements and are used in the SLA between the client and the PaaS provider (e.g., number of users, resolution of a streaming server etc.). This includes enumerated types or numerical intervals of possible values

b) to identify the QoS metrics (KPIs) that will be used to measure the component’s performance levels

c) to provide means of changing the parameters mentioned in a) and monitor the metrics mentioned in b)

With regard to this information, there is no confidentiality issue since these are the direct terms that are used in the SLA.

For the IaaS provider, what is necessary to provide is the way it describes its hardware capabilities, which again is not confidential. Such information may be for example the metrics by which the computational performance of a hardware resource is measured (e.g., CPU frequency, specific benchmark score, number of cores needed, RAM size etc.). This information is also available and is the basis of the T-SLA between the PaaS and IaaS.

3) Sample Dataset Creation
In order to acquire this necessary dataset, a series of indicative executions must be performed. These must represent different conditions of execution by varying the application workload and the hardware parameters, in a parameter sweep fashion. The effect of each execution on the resulting QoS levels (KPI scores) is observed through the component’s self-monitoring mechanisms. More details on this approach can be found in [11]. This is in general a time consuming process that is also dependent on the type of application and how it needs to be sampled. Indicatively, for the e-learning scenario described in Section 4, 420 different execution configurations were conducted, each of which had a 300 second duration, thus resulting in around one and a half day of sampling. Alternatively, available historical data sets may be used.

What is critical at this stage is to have samples for the edges of the numerical intervals of the parameters, as these are identified in Section 3.B.2. This is necessary in order to avoid extrapolation and have more accurate results in the estimation process.

4) Service Framework
For any approach to be applicable in a service oriented environment, a service oriented implementation must exist in order to embody it. In our case, this is described in detail in [14]. In this work, we implemented a layered, decoupled approach (Figure 3) in which any proposed method can be inserted as a GNU Octave or Matlab script. At the time a simple model based on multivariate linear regression was used in order to validate the framework. In the current work, this simple approach has been replaced by ANN models, through a mere replacement of the GNU Octave script at the last layer of implementation. This service is not installed on every node. A central instance may accommodate the necessary requests from a higher level component, such as a runtime evaluator. The evaluator may enquire the estimation framework on demand or on a periodical way, regarding all the running services for which the PaaS layer is responsible. More details regarding the scalability boundaries of the framework are included in Section 5.A.2.

This estimation framework is part of the PaaS platform. Thus one instance is necessary for all the services running on a PaaS platform. The deployment of such an estimation server may be either internally or externally to the platform, if the PaaS provider wishes to utilize IaaS resources, as a client.

Another issue is whether this role may be also undertaken by an external entity that acts as a specialized performance prediction provider. This entity may implement the described framework in the paper, acting thus as a consultant to PaaS providers. However for such an approach to be successful, the PaaS providers would need to send also historical data regarding the previous executions (and application SLA instances that correspond to them), that serve as the training set for the models. It is our view that while this may be feasible (and very interesting from a business model point of view), PaaS providers will most probably be reluctant to share this kind of information with external entities. Furthermore, for the workload prediction (TS-ANN layer), the PaaS layer would need to send monitoring information to the external entity regarding the usage conditions of a specific application running on their infrastructures. However this might not be desirable by the owner of the application instance due to potential confidentiality issues. Nevertheless, it is a very interesting opportunity for an added value service, in case the aforementioned limitations are lifted.

C. Behavioural Layer
If any approach needs to be proactive in order to achieve optimized management, it must be able to act before a critical change occurs and influences the response of the system. This change for example may be a peak in workload that deteriorates the system’s response times. As seen in the related work, approaches based on control for example must first identify the deterioration on the system performance and then act to improve the resources and thus the response time of the service. However such an action may lead to non optimized usage of resources and oscillatory behaviour,
especially in cases of rapid fluctuation of a service. If for example the frequency of changes is higher than the system’s response (time needed to identify the change but mainly time for raising extra VMs), this will lead to cases where the latter is always one step behind.

![Figure 3: Layered Implementation of the service ([14])](image)

In order to deal with these circumstances and act in a proactive manner, a new component has been added to the design of the translation framework presented in [38]. With the addition of this component we may achieve dynamicity in the service behaviour and automated management, without the service owner having to specify in each execution interval the high level workload inputs, but only the KPI levels. This component consists of a behaviour/workload prediction mechanism (Time Series ANN), that takes as input the time series of the varying workload features or inputs, like the number of users. By predicting accurately in advance the anticipated workload, we can then consult the Translation ANN regarding the predicted QoS of the service with the given or different resources. By regulating the latter in advance, we can adapt to varied workloads marginally before they appear, thus optimizing the resource management and profit.

The complete mechanism appears in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Combination of Behavioural Prediction (TS-ANN) and Translation Mechanism (Translation ANN) for regulating in advance the necessary resources](image)

The WS-ANN module is based on a non-linear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs (NARX) network ([28]). This utilizes the formula of Equation 1 to predict future accesses, approach successfully used in the time series prediction field ([29]). It mainly utilizes past values of the original signal \(y(t)\) in addition to a potential exogenous input \(u(t)\). In our case \(y_u = u\), so that we can predict the future accesses based only on the pattern of the past workload. Furthermore, the non-linear functions of the neurons of the ANN help in adapting to sudden changes in the pattern, like peaks in activity.

\[
y(t) = f(y(t-1), y(t-2), ..., y(t-n_y), u(t-1), u(t-2), ..., u(t-n_u))
\]

Equation 1: Formula of the NARX ANN

Through the training process, the network learns how the previous values affect the following by identifying patterns in the past and arranges the coefficients of each factor (weights and biases). Afterwards, the validation set is used in order to extract the error of the approach. The network is given the initial feed of time series values (the last of the training set) and starts predicting the values of the validation set. These are compared against the actual ones in the evaluation section.

In order to optimize the structure of the NARX ANN and improve its performance, we again utilized a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that defined the most critical parameters of the network through an iterative evolutionary process. This is critical since in an automated framework, this process must be performed without any human intervention for deciding the fittest configuration of the ANN. With relation to the previous layer and the function approximation ANN, in this case we considered also extra features as parameters for the GA like the following:

- Type of training function used during the training process
- Size of the initial feed required for a prediction (how many previous time intervals of activity must be inserted)
- Number of epochs used for training (iterations of the training process in order to reduce the error)

For each different setup, the performance of the network on the validation set was returned, in order to characterize the fitness of the specific solution. As the iterations (generations) of the GA proceed, the network’s characteristics are refined so that the error of the latter is minimized. More information on this can be found in [39].

4. Case Studies

The case studies presented in this section are separated again in two levels. We consider three cases with different inputs and outputs, to show the flexibility of our proposed black box approach. These include differentiations on the hardware attributes that are used by the IaaS providers for reserving resources and on the software components that need translation. For the Behavioural level, we consider joining one of the Translation case studies with the time series
analysis in order to create the framework for evaluating the overall approach.

A. Translation Layer Case Studies

1) FFMPEG Encoder Application on a general purpose Cloud

The first application was an encoding of raw video in MPEG4 format with the FFMPEG encoder [15]. In order to investigate the behaviour of the code, four application-level parameters/characteristics which have a direct effect on the workload produced by the application were altered. These were the duration of the video, the frames per second (FPS) used in the capture, the resolution of the images and an index of movement inside the video (0 for still images, 0.5 for mediocre movement and 1 for intense movement). This index is important in cases of video processing algorithms which compare consequent frames and perform a number of operations based on the differences between them. By having great differences between frames, such as in an action movie which compare consequent frames and perform a number of operations, the server will have to allocate a greater amount of resources. These were the duration of the video, the frames per second (FPS) used in the capture, the resolution of the images and an index of movement inside the video (0 for still images, 0.5 for mediocre movement and 1 for intense movement). This index is important in cases of video processing algorithms which compare consequent frames and perform a number of operations based on the differences between them. By having great differences between frames, such as in an action movie which compare consequent frames and perform a number of operations, the server will have to allocate a greater amount of resources.

The overall execution time until the encoding is finished was selected as the KPI metric. Depending on how fast the client wants his application to finish, the PaaS provider will choose a better hardware node and will charge the former accordingly. The overview of the FFMPEG ANN model is depicted in Figure 5. The specific application was chosen since there are numerous application parameters (4 in number) that affect its completion time. Furthermore, the KPI metric (completion time) represents an application area that consists mainly of a task-job (batch) nature.

**Figure 5: ANN Model for the FFMPEG component**

2) E-learning Application on a Real-Time Cloud

This application (more details can be found in [11]) is a Tomcat-based server that is supported by a MySQL database. Its main goal is to receive requests with GPS location and return pointers to e-Learning objects that are located nearby. It is deployed on a Cloud that supports real-time features [16], so that the inner server response times have guaranteed levels of QoS. The main difference of this Cloud from the mainstream ones is that it uses a real-time scheduler [13] in order to guarantee the CPU percentage of a Virtual Machine (VM) over a time period. Furthermore, it uses network control and storage access control policies in order to guarantee these metrics. So, in the negotiation request from the PaaS to the IaaS, the PaaS must also specify which are the real time critical parameters (computational budget Q over a time period P), in addition to normal Cloud hardware parameters like the CPU frequency or the number of cores. The reason for choosing this case study was that it represents a different area of applications (interactive multimedia), with different KPI needed (distribution of server responses) from case study 1. Furthermore, the real time attributes may significantly affect the performance of the server due to the interactivity aspect, so it was another differentiator with regard to case study 1.

The ANN model used in this case has the aim of translating the consumer-side requested application parameters (in this case the number of users supported by the application) and the hardware resources used (Q/P, P, CPU speed and RAM) to QoS level characteristics (server mean response time and standard deviation of these times). A general form of an ANN as this is produced from software like Matlab or Octave appears in Figure 6.

Now let’s consider the case where the aforementioned model is not sufficient for describing the application. One could argue that it is not the number of users that connects to the application, but their interactivity levels, for example how fast they are moving. A fast moving user would generate more requests to the server than a more slowly moving one. The particular application under investigation monitored and documented the response time of the server to each individual request, in addition to the timestamp.

**Figure 6: Example structure of the e-learning ANN model for mean response time prediction. For the standard deviation prediction a different ANN model was created**

So what is needed is to change the input parameter, from “number of users” to “requests per interval”, pre-process the existing dataset in order to extract the needed information and retrain the ANN model. Then it can be used during the online operation of the application. This means that actually no SLA negotiation will be performed, but direct estimations, depending on the interactivity levels portrayed by the users, and according reservations will be made towards the IaaS provider, through a more direct resource reservation process. However it should be noted that in order
for the pre-processing to be this flexible, the documented information that is necessary should be a priori included in the collection of the measurements (in this case the timestamp).

All the aforementioned variations indicate the greatest advantage of the ANNs, which is the flexibility in the model creation. In order to alter the model, all we need to do is replace the column order in the dataset that is provided for training, or alter the pre-processing of the available datasets (like in the case of “requests per interval”).

B. Behavioural Layer

1) Combined Workload Forecasting and Translation Mapping of a Wikipedia Server

For the Behavioural layer case study, it was considered that in this case there is no single entity that wants to reserve a service with a specific high level parameter (like for example a school principle would do before a classroom trip to a museum where the e-Learning server of the aforementioned use case is deployed). The owners of the server offer it to the general public and they just need the KPIs of the server to be under a specific limit. Thus it is the responsibility of the Paas layer to maintain this limit, by self-managing the application. In order to do this, it must be aware of the anticipated traffic beforehand, so that it can marginally provision the necessary resources. For this to happen it must integrate the TS-ANN functionality explained in Section 3 with the Translation ANN.

As a use case for the combined mechanism we considered a Wikipedia-like server (based on [40]). For this application 3 inputs were considered, the number of users accessing the server, the cores and the RAM of the VM. For the VM we utilized the Flexiscale Cloud ([30]). As a KPI output we considered the average response time of the server. This scenario was chosen since we needed to demonstrate the efficiency of the combined two-level approach described in Figure 4. Thus we needed a realistic data set that would come from the actual usage of a similar service on the Internet and would depict the variations in demand. These variations should be predictable by the proposed Behavioural Layer. Then we could deploy a similar service and simulate the real traffic data in order to get the server response times (for the Translation Layer). This combined data set (incorporating user demand and application response to that demand under different hardware resources used) was not available through numerous investigated trace sites. Through its acquisition, we validated the runtime operation and behaviour of the service when the proposed two-level mechanism was deployed. Through this it was feasible to check the end to end error of our approach. Furthermore, it is a typical case study in which the owner of the application instance may not be aware in advance how many users will access the service.

All the aforementioned use cases did not need alterations in the model creation, other than the different number of inputs and the new dataset. This would not happen if for example we followed an approach based on analytical modeling instead of a black box one. At this point it must be stressed that the change of hardware characteristics between the case studies could be minimized (with the exception probably of the real time characteristics in Case study 2) if Cloud providers followed a more homogeneous and standardized way of describing the VM instances in their infrastructures. This can be achieved through the usage of a standardized set of benchmarks, with which the IaaS entities may declare the capabilities of their virtualized resources and can greatly enhance Cloud QoS management.

5. Evaluation

A. Accuracy and structure of the Translation ANN models

As it has been described in the previous sections, ANNs can be used to directly translate application terms to resource attributes with very little information provided by the Application Developer. But is the accuracy of these translation rules satisfactory? Do the reserved resources meet the expected QoS?

For investigating this factor, the ability of the networks to predict the performance of the software components was measured. The available datasets were obtained through sampling. For example, for the Wikipedia-like server we followed a sampling process in order to get response times for the server for different numbers of users. The original sampling set was in the range of 10-1150 users, with a step of 10. Three virtual resources on the Flexiscale Cloud Platform were used, one 2 core-2 GB of RAM virtual machine, one with 4 cores and 4 GB of RAM and one with 8 cores and 8 GB of RAM. This was performed also because historical data tend to gather around the specific interval of usage so it is in general easier to predict due to the oversampling in the particular area. Through a more generic sampling process the proposed method can be better validated. The results (percentage of time outs, average response delay and standard deviation of delays) appear in Figure 7 for all hardware setups.

A similar sampling process was followed for the other case studies too. More info on the e-learning sampling can be found in [11]. After the sampling, 50% of the dataset acquired through this process was used for training the network models, regarding the applications described in Section 4, and 20% for an intermediate validation check during the GA execution. Then, the remaining 30% was used as a final validation check of the networks accuracy in predicting the output QoS levels of the application. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is depicted in Table 1, along with the structural characteristics of the networks.

In our case, the GA tried out many different combinations of ANN structures, each of which was trained, thus resulting in about half an hour of total training. The GA settings for the Translation ANN optimization were set to 20 generations, with each one investigating 20 solutions. The GNU Octave tool and its optimization package were used. The GA decided on the number of layers, number of neurons per layer and type of transfer function available. The intervals of investigation for these parameters were 3-5, 1-30 (except for the inputs and outputs which are determined by...
the model) and 1-3 respectively. The ANN initialization functions were ‘initwb’ for the layers and ‘rands’ for the weights and biases. The produced ANNs are feed-forward back-propagation networks, trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [12]. The performance criterion was the mean square error in the training set and it was trained for 150 epochs. The parameter goal was set to 0.0000001 and maximum training time for each ANN to 500 seconds. Training time was usually in the range of 1 minute, but this also depends on other factors like size of the training dataset, parameters to calculate etc.

The approach was compared with the multivariate regression method for the Wikipedia Server, with the same inputs and on the same dataset. This method was selected since it represents a simple, fast and computationally non-intensive method. The results, which were very discouraging, appear also in Table 1. The individual errors in the validation set for the same method (mvregress) appear in Figure 8. From these it is evident that the compared method has very significant errors, even in the validation, and cannot be used with safety during any runtime operation.

### Table 1: Accuracy of the models for the various case studies in the validation test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of ANN Model</th>
<th>Neurons per Layer</th>
<th>Transfer Functions per Layer</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFMPEG Encoder Execution Time</td>
<td>6-13-1</td>
<td>Tansig-Softmax-Tansig</td>
<td>8.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Learning Server Mean response Time</td>
<td>5-2-1</td>
<td>Tansig-Tansig-Purelin</td>
<td>2.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Learning Server Standard Deviation</td>
<td>5-2-1</td>
<td>Logsig-Logsig-Purelin</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Server</td>
<td>3-3-2-1</td>
<td>Tansig-Tansig-Tansig-Purelin</td>
<td>3.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate Regression for Wikipedia Server</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More information regarding the ANNs is available (e.g., specific weights and biases of the networks) but was not included here due to space limitations.

1) **Robustness of the Translation ANN model**

An ANN model’s robustness depends on the relationship between the number of available data points for training and

![Figure 7: Comparative results for sampling Wikipedia server experiment response times, percentage of timeouts and standard deviation](image)

![Figure 8: Validation cases percent error for the multivariate regression (Wikipedia Server)](image)
the parameters of the network (weights and biases) that must be calculated through the training process. If the number of training points is higher than the number of network parameters that need to be calculated during the training process, this means that each variable is calculated by taking the mean from more than one point. Thus, no single data point (that may be influenced by random noise during the collection of the data set) can significantly affect the resulting values. In detail, for a 3-layer ANN, with \( N \) inputs, \( K \) number of neurons in the hidden layer and \( L \) outputs the number of unknown network variables \( V \) (connection weights between the neurons and bias of each neuron) is given by Equation 2:

\[
V = 2*N + (K*N + K) + (L*K + L)
\]

Equation 2

In our models (with \( N=5, K=2, L=1 \)), this results in 25 variables. The available data set in our case (e-learning server) consisted of 420 data points. From this, 50\% was used for direct training of the network, resulting in 210 data points, which is much higher than the needed 25 values. Another 20\% was used during training for validation purposes. The overall network prediction capability (as this is depicted in Table 1) was measured on the remaining 30\% of the data set that was not used in any way during the training process, thus simulating a real testing situation.

At this point it must be noted that a “chicken and egg” problem arises. How can we know how many samples to take (during the process described in Section 3.B.3) when the structure of the network is not known a priori but is decided by the GA. This can be solved if we consider some maximum values for the network parameters and demand that the dataset has the necessary size. On the other hand, given that the dataset may be time consuming to create, or not available at all, we can check its size, or the size of the available historical data, before creating the model and thus apply the suitable boundaries to the optimization of the ANN structure.

2) Time performance of the Translation ANN

Given that the proposed framework is included in a service oriented infrastructure, an evaluation must be performed on the delays inserted by the latter for acquiring the necessary estimations. As seen in Section 3, the ANNs are created and enquired through GNU Octave, which is a specialized open source numerical software tool, similar to Matlab, embedded on a service framework. So what is critical to observe is the time behaviour of the service under extensive workload (requests for performing estimations). And while the creation of the models is mainly an offline process, that does not have significant timing constraints, the enquiry for estimation occurs during the online SLA negotiation or during service operation. Thus it may be constrained on the delay of the response.

In order to stress the service framework, we used a multithreaded client that targeted the estimation service with the specific request based on different model IDs. We changed the model IDs for which the client requested a prediction for a given input vector so that no caching phenomena could influence the delays. Then we consecutively launched different numbers of concurrent threads (from 1 to 200 with a step of 10) so as to simulate different number of users. Each thread made 30 consecutive calls so that the delays in thread creation would not influence the actual concurrent ones. The first and last 10\% values were discarded in an attempt to avoid any transitional stages.

From the individual response delays the average delay values were extracted along with their standard deviation and percentage of time outs. These appear in Figure 9. It is evident from the sampling process that these delays reflect 200 actual users hitting simultaneously the server in a burst mode fashion. From these graphs it can be concluded that the delays have a linear behaviour with regard to the concurrent burst requests. However, after a specific limit (around 160 users) there is an almost exponential increase in the standard deviation of the response times and the percentage of time outs, thus indicating the operational limits of the framework for the specific host that was used. This was a dual core (@1.6Ghz) with 2 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 10.04 and Glassfish 3, in which the service was deployed. Thus in conclusion, 160 concurrently executing requests is the operational limit, with an average delay of 30 seconds. In case lower times are necessary, the maximum allowed requests may be regulated accordingly by utilizing the relationship depicted in Figure 9 and utilizing a load balancing design with multiple estimation server instances. If the PaaS provider wishes, it can also externalize these worker servers to an IaaS provider, acting as a client of virtualized resources.

At this point it must be stressed that the server configuration is also critical for the behaviour of the service. By limiting the server threads to a number around 20-25, the requests are queued up until a worker thread is available. Due to the fact that the maximum worker threads are constrained (and in a low value), thrashing phenomena are avoided. These could be caused by large numbers of threads executing at the same time but wasting all of the CPU resources in their task switching. Thus it is expected that the linear behaviour will remain for higher numbers of users too, since the only difference is the time spent in the queue. However, as seen above, when the time-out limit of the calls is reached, then these will be practically useless and the delays will be in vain. Depending on the trade-off between the maximum waiting time and the hardware assigned to the service itself, this usage limit may be configured.

The times measured in the figures are for a request with a single input vector to the models (thus a prediction for a single workload and hardware parameter set). However it was mentioned that because of the optimization layer that investigated numerous different hardware configurations before deciding, the estimation process must be performed for more than one times. This means that the ANN is fed with large arrays of multiple inputs to which it should respond with an array of multiple outputs, after calculating each individual output from each individual input. This does not mean that the delays showed in the figure will be multiplied by the size of the input array. The main part of the delays is the service call and the Octave environment initial conditions.
setup call. Inside this environment, each individual execution is performed much faster, in the range of 10 milliseconds per estimation, as seen in Table 2. Thus by merging all the requests for a specific service in one call we can achieve better times for the optimization phase.

Figure 9: Delays, Standard Deviation and Percentage of time outs for the service estimation framework

Table 2: Difference in execution times depending on number of estimations (1 client)

| Octave execution for 1 estimation | 1.104 seconds |
| Octave execution for 100 batch estimations | 1.978 seconds |

B. Behavioural Layer and Combined Evaluation Through Trace Driven Simulation of Runtime Operation

For evaluating the proposed combined approach, a real world dataset was needed, that would give the information that the models require. This information consisted of a realistic traffic pattern that is fed in the TS ANN so that the future activity of the server is predicted. Then based on this prediction of anticipated usage, the Translation ANN can perform a second level prediction for the QoS based on the used resources. This overall prediction must be compared to the actual values of the response times for the actual number of the arrived workload.

So during this runtime operation, the evaluation is based initially in the forecasting of the next values of hits for the Wikipedia-like Server. Based on these expected values, we predict through the Translation ANN the response time for the given infrastructure. Finally we evaluate our overall prediction framework through comparing the predicted response time for the predicted traffic with the actual response time of the real traffic.

This combined dataset, to the best of our knowledge, did not exist. For creating it, the traffic data from the English Wikipedia hits per hour were collected and processed to represent a realistic series of hits over time. The samples involved a 3-month period, from July to September 2011 and were divided by 100000 so as to reduce the time needed for the sampling process and the need for resources for the experiments. This does not change the form of the patterns therefore the measured ability of the TS ANN to identify it. The form of the overall sample appears in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Delays, Standard Deviation and Percentage of time outs for the service estimation framework

Table 2: Difference in execution times depending on number of estimations (1 client)

| Octave execution for 1 estimation | 1.104 seconds |
| Octave execution for 100 batch estimations | 1.978 seconds |

For evaluating the proposed combined approach, a real world dataset was needed, that would give the information that the models require. This information consisted of a realistic traffic pattern that is fed in the TS ANN so that the future activity of the server is predicted. Then based on this prediction of anticipated usage, the Translation ANN can perform a second level prediction for the QoS based on the used resources. This overall prediction must be compared to the actual values of the response times for the actual number of the arrived workload.

So during this runtime operation, the evaluation is based initially in the forecasting of the next values of hits for the Wikipedia-like Server. Based on these expected values, we predict through the Translation ANN the response time for the given infrastructure. Finally we evaluate our overall prediction framework through comparing the predicted response time for the predicted traffic with the actual response time of the real traffic.

This combined dataset, to the best of our knowledge, did not exist. For creating it, the traffic data from the English Wikipedia hits per hour were collected and processed to represent a realistic series of hits over time. The samples involved a 3-month period, from July to September 2011 and were divided by 100000 so as to reduce the time needed for the sampling process and the need for resources for the experiments. This does not change the form of the patterns therefore the measured ability of the TS ANN to identify it. The form of the overall sample appears in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Form of the English Wikipedia hits per hour (divided by 100000) for the observed period (July-September 2011)

In order to have also the response times for the runtime operation evaluation, we proceeded in a trace-driven simulation. In this, the Wikipedia trace served as input to a multithreaded client that had the goal of simulating the amount of users requesting pages from the site. However, the way the data are reported is per hour, so there is no information as to how they are distributed over this time interval. In order to represent the worst case scenario, which is the arrival of this traffic in burst mode, we created a client that generated the amount of requests equivalent to the hourly original trace through thread creation. Thus an equivalent number of threads was created simultaneously and launched requests towards the server. This was also done in order to speed up the simulation process. Each client collected 5 samples of calls towards the server, for gathering a sufficient dataset. The top and bottom 10% of the samples were discarded in an attempt to eliminate any client thread bottleneck phenomena as suggested in [33]. This is necessary for removing values of response times that do not represent the correct number of users (because for example not all
threads have been started in the beginning or some threads have finished in the end of the measurement interval). During the sampling time, the overall delay for each call was measured in the client side and was logged in a common file. The pseudo-code for the client side appears in Figure 11.

Furthermore, different hardware setups were used by creating different virtual servers on the Flexiscala Cloud [30], for getting the response times for different resources.

```python
while traceline!= null
    hitSize=str2int(traceline)
    for i=1:hitSize
        start separate Client threads
        for each thread//parallel processes
            for samples=1:max_samples
                Get page
                Log delays
            end
        end
    end
end
wait for all threads to finish
end while
```

**Figure 11: Pseudocode for Client Multithreaded Simulator**

As stated earlier, the traffic pattern collected from Wikipedia served as input for the TS-ANN. For this, we broke down the available 2208 value set in two parts. The first 1500 values served as the training and validation set. The final 708 values were used for the *runtime operation* test. This served two purposes:

- Evaluate the final selected TS-ANN for a time period that had not been used in any way during training, representing a period of normal operation of the latter in case it was deployed in a running infrastructure
- Offer the predicted values for this period to the Translation ANN for acquiring the predicted outputs based on the anticipated usage.

The GA-based optimization for the TS ANN was performed in Matlab. The optimization parameters were the neurons per layer (1-30), training functions (1-6, from the 6 available in Matlab: 'trainlm', 'traind', 'traindgm', 'traintd', 'traindx', 'trainbr'), initial feed (2-10), learning rate (0-1), training epochs (50-800) and transfer functions (tansig, logsig, purerlin, radbas). The GA ran for 50 generations, with a population size of 30. Elite members were set to 8, crossover fraction to 0.8, the migration interval to 10, migration fraction to 0.2, initial penalty to 10 and penalty factor to 1000. The training goal for the networks is set to 0.01 and the maximum training time for each ANN to 2000 seconds.

The produced network appears in Table 3, along with its accuracy in the runtime operation test. This is compared against the open source Java library OpenForecast [41]. OpenForecast provides a variety of methods and a general method to obtain the best model from all of them. This function was used. The comparison between the two approaches also appears in Table 3.

**Table 3: Characteristics and performance of the TS-ANN in the runtime operation set**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Past values used</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Error (%)</th>
<th>Maximum Absolute Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS-ANN (Logsigg-Purelin)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>22.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenForecast Best Method</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
<td>36.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of the TS-ANN for the runtime operation appears in greater detail in Figure 12. From this it is evident that it is able to capture the actual values with increased accuracy for a long look-ahead interval. We avoided plotting the OpenForecast method in Figure 12(a) for better visibility of the graphs. The individual percent errors for both approaches are combined in Figure 12(b). From this the enhanced distribution of values for the TS-ANN is evident.

**Figure 12: Look ahead prediction of anticipated traffic from the TS-ANN for the runtime operation: a) target and predicted values b) percent error in each case for the TS-ANN and the OpenForecast model**

The predicted values of the TS-ANN obtained from this step were fed at the Translation ANN for extracting the anticipated response time of the server. Then these values were compared to the actual ones obtained during the trace
driven simulation for the last 708 values. These values were not used at all during the training and selection of both types of ANNs. Thus we compared our overall approach, by observing in this comparison both the errors from the TS-ANN and the Translation ANN. The results for all three hardware configurations appear in Figure 13. The accuracy of the Translation ANN that was used during runtime operation appears in Table 4., compared to the validation accuracy that was presented in the previous sections. It is evident that while this overall error (combined TS-ANN and Translation ANN) is higher than the validation case (which is normal since it also incorporates the TS-ANN error and an unknown data set), it is still very accurate with a mean absolute value of less than 10%.

Table 4: Response Time Translation ANN Accuracy in Runtime Operation in comparison to the validation phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Validation Error</th>
<th>Max Validation Error</th>
<th>Mean Runtime Operation Error</th>
<th>Max Runtime Operation Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.46%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>9.61%</td>
<td>45.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Overall approach error for the runtime operation trace driven simulation cases (including anticipation error and translation error)

In Figure 14 the percent errors of the runtime operation evaluation are portrayed, independently of type of machine used. One interesting conclusion from this figure is that the proposed method mainly overestimates the amount of resources needed, as seen from the fact that the majority of errors are positive and the positive maximum values are higher than the according negative ones. This leads to safer provisioning, especially in cases of soft real-time applications, in comparison to an under-provisioning approach. Furthermore, it reduces the size of a safety coefficient based on a probabilistic approach for avoiding SLA violations on a given percentage (e.g., 95%).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The translation problem from application-level terms (workload and QoS) to resource-level attributes is a challenging issue in the modern Cloud computing stack, mainly due to the discrete roles between the layers (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) and the limited amount of information available from one layer to the other. Furthermore, the management of a service running on a virtualized infrastructure requires a priori knowledge of the anticipated future traffic. In this paper, a generic approach that is based on a two level prediction (future workload behaviour and translation to KPIs and needed resources) was used as a mediator for the PaaS layer, in the latter’s attempt to regulate the resources needed for an application instance with varying demand and specific QoS levels on a Cloud. Furthermore, the owner of the service instance does not need to pre-calculate the expected workload, since this can be identified by the Behavioural Layer of the mechanism. The responsibility of the owner is simply to declare the necessary KPI levels.

The flexibility of the approach was demonstrated through various case studies with altering demands, incorporating different types of applications, KPI outputs and hardware descriptors. It demonstrated significant accuracy and was proven robust, in a variety of cases regarding standard clouds, real time clouds and different types of applications. What is more, the combined approach was evaluated through a thorough trace-driven simulation from the real world, in a runtime operation manner, giving promising results for the overall ability to predict and pre-configure the system’s behaviour. The combined mean error of this validation was less than 10%.

In addition, the time requirements for producing the estimations are within the logical time frames expected in a service oriented infrastructure. The confidentiality issue across the *aaS layers is satisfied due to the need for limited information regarding the inputs or outputs of the application. This was feasible due to the black box approach followed. Changing the inputs and outputs of the model is as simple as changing the column sequence in the data matrix that is used to train the ANN model. Finally, the use of a Genetic Algorithm aided in avoiding issues with ANNs such as small learning rates, fine-tuning considerations and generalization capabilities.

For the future, an aspect that is worth pursuing is the incorporation of more modelling parameters. These may include energy efficiency for example, directly in the Translation phase, for optimizing application behaviour. Indirectly the time series module may be used to predict future server utilization and thus suitable consolidation.
decisions at the IaaS layer for the minimization of active physical nodes without violation of the KPIs. Another metric that can be predicted is the production of energy from renewable sources at the infrastructure layer. This feature may be subject to great variations and can lead an IaaS provider in optimal resource management with regard to energy consumption. Another feature that will be investigated is the potential usage of alternative machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines, since there are indications that they perform more efficiently than ANNs in a variety of cases.
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